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CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1. Introduction 
The U.S. Department of Energy's Hanford Site has the most diverse and largest 
amount of highly radioactive waste in the United States. About 230,000 m3 of this 
radioactive waste is in the form of caustic liquids, slurries, saltcalces and sludges that 
have been generated and stored in 177 waste tanks around the Hanford Site for the 
past 51 years. Since we wish to remediate these waste tanks, it became necessary to 
characterize the waste contained in each of the tanks due to the chemical changes that 
have taken place over their stored lifetime. An important characteristic of the tank 
waste, due to safety concerns, is the moisture content of the saltcake.  It is suggested 
that by freezing the saltcake in the waste tank next to a probe, a measurement of the 
moisture content can be taken. The process of freezing substances for useful 
application has been a well understood phenomenon for many years. The proposal of 
freezing the saltcake in the waste tanks at Hanford next to a probe can be theoretically 
simplified to the problem proposed by Franz Neumann many years ago. However, the 
waste in the tank contains many materials instead of the one material used in 
Neumann's problem. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the problem's thermal 
parameters. This chapter provides an overview of the waste tanks on the Hanford 
Reservation, an understanding of Neumann's problem, a method to determine the 2 
thermal parameters used in Neumann's solution, and a discussion of the expected 
results of the experimental tests. 
1.2. Waste Tanks on the Hanford Reservation 
High-level radioactive waste has been stored at the Hanford Site in 
underground storage tanks since 1944. Approximately 230,000 m3 of waste in the 
form of liquids, slurries, saltcakes, and sludges is currently stored in 177 tanks around 
the Hanford Site. The radioactive waste was generated from different sources 
including three plutonium and uranium recovery processes from irradiated fuel and 
three radionuclide recovery processes from waste generated around the site. The 
wastes are currently stored in 149 older single-shell tanks and 28 newer double shell 
tanks. Of the 149 single-shell tanks, 67 of them have leaked or are suspected to have 
leaked approximately 3,800 m3 of waste.[1] Therefore, there is a great need to remove 
waste from these leaking tanks and place it into a stable form. 
In order to safely remove the waste from each tank, the characteristics of the 
waste in the tank need to be identified. At low water contents, approximately 10-15%, 
there is a hazard of fire associated with the saltcakes.  It is necessary, for those tanks 
that contain a saltcake layer, to characterize the moisture contained in the saltcake and 
determine if it is hazardous in its current state. A simple solution to the problem 
would be to add enough moisture to the saltcake to ensure safe working conditions. 
However, with the expense of managing high level radioactive waste being determined 
by its volume, it is desirable to maintain the volume of waste at a minimum level. 3 
13. Neumann's Problem 
Franz Neumann first proposed a theory for the formation of ice on still water. 
However, when modified thermal parameters are properly fitted into his theory, it can 
be applied also to frost penetration in soil and soil-like materials.[2] Since it would be 
unwise to use actual waste material in the initial testing of the Phase Change 
Calibration Probe (PCCP), a simulant material should be used in its place. For the 
testing of the PCCP, cat litter is the chosen simulant.  Soil and cat litter are very 
similar in their behavior, so the theories connected to soil may be equally applied to 
the cat litter simulant. 
Neumann's problem is defined as follows: 
A liquid at a uniform temperature Ti that is higher than the melting 
temperature T. of the solid phase is confined to a half-space x>0. At 
time t=0 the boundary surface at x=0 is lowered to a temperature T. 
below T. and maintained at that temperature for times t>0. As a result, 
the solidification starts at the surface x=0 and the solid-liquid interface 
moves in the positive x direction.[3] 
Figure 1.1 shows the geometry, boundary conditions, and temperatures of the problem. 
The solution to the problem is formulated by the use of coupled equations at the 
interface between the two phases. The mathematical formulation of the solid phase is 
given as 
82%  1 8T,(4)  in  0 < x < sm, t > 0 6x2  a8  St Solid  Liquid 
Tl (x,t) 
TI --> Ti 
as x -4 oo 
Ts (x,t) 
Tm 
To 
Interface 
0  S(t) 
Figure 1.1. Geometry and Boundary Conditions of Neumann's Problem  [3] 
4= 
x 5 
T.(x,t) = To  at x = 0,  t > 0  (1.2) 
and for the liquid phase it is given as 
62T1  1 6Ti(x,t) 
s(t) < x < co,  t > 0  (1.3)
ox2  cci  at 
TI(x,t)  Ti  as x  t > 0 
Ti(x,t) = Ti  for  t = 0,  in x > 0 
where T, is the solid phase temperature, To is the boundary surface temperature, T1 is 
the liquid phase temperature, Ti is the initial temperature, a, is the solid phase thermal 
diffusivity, and al is the liquid phase thermal diffusivity. 
If we assume a solution of the form 
TA,t) = To + Ataf[42(ast)V2]  (1.6) 
Ti(x,t) = Ti + Aerf[x/2(ccit)W2]  (1.7) 
and apply the coupling conditions at the interface x = s(t) 
T.(x,t) = Ti(x,t) = T.  at  x = s(t),  t > 0  (1.8) 
aT OTs 
pL ds(t) (1.9) kiTxl ks ax  dt 
where k, is the solid phase thermal conductivity, k, is the liquid phase thermal 
conductivity, p is the density of the solid phase, and L is the latent heat of fusion, 
then we obtain Equation 1.10 as the solid phase temperature and Equation 1.11 as the 6 
liquid phase temperature where A. is given by Equation 1.12 and Cps is the solid phase 
heat capacity.[3] 
T8(x,t)  To  etf[x/2(ast)11] 
(1.10) 
Tm  To  exf(1) 
Ti(x,t)  Ti  s/2(a)1P] 
T.  erfp.(a8 /a1)1/21 
_12	  1,  
Jft  c-12(aelq   - 11-5i  (1.12) (asia) (A)  k8  T.  To erfc[1(a8 ia)W2]  CWT.  T.) 
1.4. 'Thermal Parameters 
1.4.1. Latent Heat of Fusion 
The latent heat of fusion, L, for soil and soil-like materials depends on the 
percentage of soil water that actually freezes.  Soil water, as it normally is found, can 
be classified as either free water in bulk, capillary water, film water, or hygroscopic 
water. Usually these different kinds of waters exist simultaneously in soil and have 
very different freezing points. Free water in bulk usually freezes first at around 0 °C 
because it is contained in the voids of the soil.  Capillary water freezes next at about 
-1.4 °C followed by the other forms of water till all water is frozen at about -78 °C. 7 
It is a very difficult task, however, to determine the exact quantity of soil water 
frozen at any given temperature, especially with fine particle soils. An estimation is 
therefore used that depends on the unit weight of dry soil, p in g/cm3 and the 
percentage of water by dry weight, w/o. Equation 1.13 shows how to determine the 
latent heat of fusion in the units g-cal/cm3.[2] 
L = oxlmo  (1.13) 
1.4.2. Heat Capacity of Soils 
The heat capacity for soils can be determined by adding the heat capacities of 
the different constituents in a unit volume of soil.  Therefore, if we define x xv and 
x8 as the volume fractions of solid material, water (or ice), and air respectively as well 
as C C, and Ca as the heat capacity of solid material, water (or ice), and air, then 
Equation 1.14 will give us the heat capacity of the soil or soil-like material.[4] 
C = xsCs + x,,,C,,, + ;Ca  (1.14) 
1.4.3. Thermal Conductivity of Soils 
The determination of thermal conductivity of soils is not as straight forward as 
the determination of specific heat values. The model proposed by Daniel A. De Vries 
has been the widely accepted method of thermal conductivity determination in soils. It 
uses an average temperature thermal gradient in the granules, much like in the 
expression of electrical conductivity, to determine an effective soil thermal 8 
conductivity. Since this value is only precisely known for certain granular geometries, 
approximations must be made for most soils. 
De Vries's model states the if xv x and x,, are the volumetric fractions of 
water (or ice), solid material, and air respectively with kw, k and ka being the thermal 
conductivities of water (or ice), solid material, and air, then if we define X. in Equation 
1.16 the effective thermal conductivity of soil will be [4] 
xwkw + Asxsks + Aaxaka  (1.15) 
xw + Asxs + Aaxa 
(dT/d)8  (d9r/dz)a
and  A  (1.16) 
OIT/dw  Orr/dz)w 
1.5. Predicted Experimental Results 
1.5.1.  Simplification of Equation 1.10 
The data that we will be concerned with experimentally is the temperature at a 
consistent position at a particular time. The position that is of most benefit is one just 
outside of the constant temperature boundary to simulate a thermocouple placed on the 
outside of the probe. In doing so we become mainly interested in Equations 1.10 and 
1.12 to predict how the temperature at this position will vary with changes in moisture 
content. 
If we hold time and position constant in Equation 1.10 and vary only the 
moisture content then we find the equation can be reduced to Equation 1.17 where A, 9 
B, and D are constants that do not vary with moisture. In order to determine the 
variability of temperature with moisture content it is necessary to determine the 
remaining two parameters, as and X 
Belf[W(a)42]  (1.17) Ts(0)  A +  &f(A) 
1.5.2. Evaluation of a with Variations in Moisture Content 
Since a is defined as the ratio of the thermal conductivity k and the product of 
the density p and the specific heat capacity C, we must determine how each of these 
parameters react with increasing moisture content.  From Section 1.4.3. we see that an 
increase in moisture will decrease the influence of the air and soil contributions to the 
effective thermal conductivity. If we assume that ice or water has a lower 
conductivity value than the solid material (which almost always holds true), then with 
increasing moisture content the effective thermal conductivity will decrease. Since ice 
or water is less dense than rock we would assume that density will decrease with more 
moisture, however the effect should not be large. Lastly, as can be seen from 
Equation 1.14 we would expect the specific heat to become more and more dominated 
by ice or water. The specific heat value of ice is approximately the same as the solid 
particles so we would not expect much change in its value, however the value for 
water is about twice that of ice thereby increasing the specific heat value with 10 
increasing moisture. If we combined all these predictions, we would expect the 
thermal diffusivity to decrease with increasing water content. 
1.5.3. Evaluation of X with Variations in Moisture Content 
In looking at Equation 1.12, we notice that most of the parameters are 
dependent upon moisture content. From Equation 1.13 we see that the latent heat of 
fusion will increase with increasing moisture content. The other important parameters 
are the ratios of the solid diffusivity to the liquid diffusivity and the liquid 
conductivity to the solid conductivity. Since the value for the specific heat of water is 
greater than that of ice we would expect the diffusivity ratio to increase with greater 
water content. However, the conductivity of ice is greater than that of water, so we 
would expect the conductivity ratio to decrease with increasing water content. Placing 
these trends into Equation 1.12 we see that both sides of the equation are increasing, 
though we expect the right hand side to do so more dramatically due to the linear 
nature of the latent heat equation. Therefore, though this is not truly obvious, we 
would expect the value of X to decrease in response to increasing moisture content to 
ensure the equality of both sides of the equation. This response is not easily predicted 
due to the complexity of the relationship between the thermal parameters. 
1.5.4. Evaluation of Temperature with Variations in Moisture Content 
Knowing the variations of a and X we can now explore the implications of 
Equation 1.17. We must first note that the constants B and D are positive while the 11 
constant A is negative. Therefore the larger the second term is on the right hand side 
of the equation, the warmer the temperature will be at our measurement location. The 
value of the error function, erf (x), will decrease with the decrease of the argument x. 
The term with a, in Equation 1.17, will increase with increasing moisture content and 
the term with X will decrease with increasing moisture content. This will increase the 
second term of the equation, thereby predicting warmer temperatures with increasing 
moisture content. The magnitude of the change is difficult to predict due to the 
difficulty of determining X. 
1.6. Conclusion 
The use of a probe to freeze saltcake in the waste tanks at the Hanford 
reservation can be theoretically modeled. Through the use of Neumann's Problem and 
modified thermal parameters specific to the use of simulants, it is possible to predict 
the response to variations in moisture content. Even though a simple relationship does 
not exist between moisture content and temperature at a precise location and time, a 
general increase in temperature with increasing moisture is predicted using the 
theoretical model. The theoretical model suggests that moisture content can be 
determined through the freezing process. In the chapters that follow we will explore 
what computer modeling and experimental results predict about moisture measurement 
through freezing. 12 
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CHAPTER 2. PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORY PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
2.1. Introduction 
The initial concept of the PCCP was first envisioned by scientists at Battelle 
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL).[1] They carried out a series of experiments with 
the probe to determine its merit in measuring moisture content. According to the 
investigators, the results showed that the probe performed as anticipated based on their 
analytical models. Their entire set of experimental data was then sent to Oregon State 
University for further review in the development of the computer model for the PCCP. 
The review of the data suggested that factors not taken into account by PNL may have 
been generating the predicted results rather than the freezing process. 
2.2. PNL Experimental System 
The PNL test setup consisted of a chiller, a peristaltic pump, the PCCP, and a 
test tank (see Figure 2.1). The cooling fluid used for the tests was a 60 wt% ethanol 
and 40 wt% water mixture which flowed between the chiller and the probe through 
insulated Tygon® tubing. The test bed consisted of a steel bucket approximately 10 in. 
in diameter and 8 in. in height. The test material used for the tests was Safeway brand 
cat litter mixed with water in various weight percentages. Thermocouples were 
attached to a 2 in. length of the probe surface using plastic wire ties and placed at 
various locations in the test bed. Temperatures were recorded by a IBM compatible 
486 computer utilizing the Workbench DAS package. [1] PCCP SC  VAT  
SELECTOR 
VALVE 
THERMAL INSULATION 
PC 
TABLE  
LEVEL   SCALEASIN  Re. 
TEST  
PROBE  
3 FT  TEST 
TANK 
RESERVOIR CHILLER 2 FT. 
FLOOR 
3 FT. 
Figure 2.1.  Pacific Northwest Laboratory Experimental Test Setup [1] 15 
23. PNL Test Procedures 
For each test, the ethanol/water mixture in the system was drained into the 
chiller reservoir. This was done to allow the entire coolant inventory to be at the 
same temperature for the beginning of the test. The coolant reservoir was chilled to 
approximately - 25 °C for the 50 and 30 wt% tests and -33 °C for the 20 and 10 wt% 
tests. The probe was placed into a warm bath between tests to remove the ice 
deposited on the probe during the previous test.  After the test bed was thoroughly 
mixed to remove any cold regions, the probe was then inserted into the bed with the 
thermocouples attached and allowed to reach a temperature of approximately 20 °C. 
The probe was placed within the test bed in such a way as to have the thermocouples 
roughly 1 in. below the surface of the test material. The test bed was then agitated 
and packed by hand to ensure a uniform contact between the probe and the test 
material. The DAS was then started followed by the pump to initiate coolant flow. 
Initially the flow of the coolant was rapid due to the system being drained, but it 
would quickly stabilize at a flow rate of 0.24 gpm. [1] 
2.4. PNL Results 
PNL used four different mixtures of water and cat litter in their testing series. 
The four test mixtures had a water content of 50, 30, 20, and 10 wt%. Three tests 
were conducted for each mixture category which generated time verses temperature 
curves similar to that of Figure 2.2. Figure 2.3 shows the summary of the results for 25 
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0 18 
the mixture categories made by PNL. They explained the results of the tests as 
follows: 
A temperature difference of about 4 °C was observed between the 5 
minute temperatures of the 50 and 30 wt% plots.  Calculations before 
this test series indicated that a temperature difference of about 3 °C 
should be expected for these two concentrations. The test cases with 20 
and 10 % water content has a measured difference of about 3 °C at 10 
minutes into the test. The predicted difference was also about 3 °C.  .... 
The 50/30 and 20/10 % water runs are not directly comparable, because 
the chiller reservoir temperature was about - 25 °C for the 50/30 runs, 
and about - 33 °C for the 20/10 % moisture runs. 
These initial tests show that a measurable and repeatable difference 
between the time dependent temperature profiles can be obtained for 
different water concentrations. [1] 
2.5. OSU Analysis of PNL Data 
After completing its testing series, PNL sent the experimental data of the PCCP 
to OSU for further review. The first aspect of the experimental data to be reviewed 
was the time verses temperature curves for each test.  Figures 2.4 through 2.15 show 
the results of the PNL experiments. Upon examination it was found that there was 
more variation in the final wall temperature of the probe than was initially reported. 
Table 2.1 shows the final wall temperature of the probe as given by the PNL data. 
The temperatures for tests 9 through 12 were determined at about 700 seconds using 
the values for Thermocouple #1. The temperatures for the remaining tests were 
determined at about 420 seconds or 850 seconds, depending on the length of the test, 
using the values from Thermocouple #2. Test 8  
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Table 2.1. Final Thermocouple Temperatures 
Test #  Temperature (°C)  I  Test #  Temperature (°C) 
8 (30%)  -9.00  14 (30%)  -11.9 
9 (50%)  -7.57  15 (30%)  -10.8 
10 (50%)  -8.89  16 (20%)  -15.9 
11  (50%)  -8.57  17 (20%)  -17.1 
12 (50%)  -8.10  18 (20%)  -19.3 
13 (30%)  -11.7  19 (10%)  -19.5 
The second aspect to be considered was the temperature of the coolant flowing 
through the probe. PNL reported that it chilled the coolant down to -25 °C for the 50 
and 30 wt% runs and -33 °C for the 20 and 10 wt% runs. Upon examination it was 
found that there was a greater variation in the temperature of the coolant fluid than 
expected. Figures 2.16 through 2.19 show the temperature of the coolant fluid at the 
inlet of the probe for each test category as a function of time. Table 2.2 gives the 
average temperature of the fluid for each test as it reaches the inlet of the probe. 
Table 2.2. Inlet Coolant Fluid Temperatures 
Test #  Temperature (°C)  Test #  Temperature ( °C) I 
8 (30%)  -18.9  14 (30%)  -18.5 
9 (50%)  -20.0  15 (30%)  -17.1 
10 (50%)  -21.4  16 (20%)  -21.9 
11 (50%)  -20.5  17 (20%)  -23.1 
12 (50%)  -20.3  18 (20%)  -25.6 
13 (30%)  -19.2  19 (10%)  -26.1 Inlet Temperature 
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Due to the variations between the expected final probe wall temperature and 
the coolant temperature, there was a concern that these factors may have affected the 
results in such a way as to make it appear that the probe worked as expected.  It was 
decided that an investigation needed to study the influence of the inlet temperatures 
upon the final wall temperatures. Figure 2.20 shows the inlet temperatures in relation 
to the final probe wall temperatures for each test. A trend can be observed in this 
figure that as the inlet temperature decreases, so does the final wall temperature. By 
taking the difference between these two temperatures, we can compare the results of 
each test with one another. Figure 2.21 shows for each wt% water category the 
difference between the final wall temperature and the coolant fluid temperature. The 
line in the graph represents the least square fit of results to gain an idea of what a 
linear trend would look like. 
Two things draw our attention in this graph. The first is that only one result 
exists for the 10 wt% group and no results exist for the 0 wt% group. With such little 
information in this region of the graph, the confidence of this region is diminished. 
The second is that if the results of the 50 wt% group were removed, the least square 
fit would be a straight line. The resulting implication is that there could be no 
observable variation among the 10, 20, and 30 wt% groups.  It was believed, therefore, 
that the results of the experiment may have been confounded by the variations in the 
inlet temperature. [2] In an attempt to confirm the proposed results of the PNL 
experiments, both computer modeling of the PNL experiments and independent 
experimentation using the PCCP were carried out at OSU. The computer modeling .
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results will be discussed in Chapter 3 and the OSU experiments will be discussed in 
Chapter 5. 
2.6. Conclusions 
After the initial experiments conducted by PNL, the PCCP appeared to 
accomplish its objectives. However, upon further review at OSU, the validity of the 
results became suspect. The primary concern was the variation of the coolant fluid 
temperature between the tests, which is believed to have caused the anomalies in the 
results generated by PNL. Only by independently confirming the results of the PNL 
experiments could a definitive conclusion be drawn. Therefore, it became necessary to 
conduct at OSU a series of well controlled and independent experiments similar to 
those conducted at PNL to validate this hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER 3. COMPUTER MODELING OF PNL RESULTS  
3.1. Introduction 
To better understand the results of the PNL experiments, computer modeling 
was undertaken at Oregon State University (OSU) using the general purpose heat 
transfer code HEATING 7.2. A preliminary computer model of the probe's 
characteristics was developed to obtain an output which resembled the experimental 
results. Modifications to this preliminary model were necessary to obtain the general 
shape of the time-temperature curves found in the PNL tests.  Calculations were then 
performed using prediction equations estimating the necessary thermal parameters. 
Initial results from the various moisture content levels did not agree with each other, 
so improvements were made to the model. A second model was created, using 
additional data supplied by PNL and improvements to the analytical parameter models, 
to obtain a new set of results. Again the results did not agree well between the 
various moisture content levels; in addition, the trend of the model was opposite to 
that of the experiments. The model was then scrutinized to detect any assumptions 
which may have been adversely affecting the correlation between the model and the 
experimental results. A third model was generated utilizing this new information, 
however it also produced inexact results. The differences between the results of the 
experimental data and the computer results raise questions about the theoretical 
assumptions behind the PCCP. 41 
3.2. HEATING 7.2 Computer Program 
The computer program used to model the PNL experimental results was 
HEATING 7.2f, a general purpose heat transfer program. This program can solve 
steady-state and/or transient heat conduction problems in up to three dimensions using 
Cartesian, cylindrical, or spherical coordinates. Any HEATING model may include 
multiple materials with the properties of these materials (thermal conductivity, density, 
and specific heat) being dependent on both time and temperature. Phase changes of 
each material can be defined by their transition temperatures and latent heat values. 
The boundary conditions of the model can be either specified temperatures or any 
combination of heat flux, forced convection, natural convection, and radiation. Any of 
these boundary conditions has the ability to be dependent on time and/or temperature. 
Mesh spacing may be defined by the user along any axis of the geometry type chosen. 
The numerical techniques chosen by the user depend upon whether the problem 
is steady-state or transient. For steady-state problems either a point-successive-
overrelaxation iterative method with extrapolation, a direct-solution method, or a 
conjugate gradient method is available for use. Transient problems can be solved 
using either the Crank-Nicolson implicit technique, the Classical Implicit Procedure, 
the Classical Explicit Procedure, or the Levy explicit method. For phase change 
problems, an explicit technique is the only option available for use.[1] 42 
3.3. HEATING 7.2 Preliminary Model Design 
After benchmarking calculations were performed to assure proper working of 
the computer program, a preliminary model of the PNL experiments was created. The 
main purpose of the preliminary model was to correctly generate the shape of the time 
verses temperature curves from the PNL experiments. The number of material 
variables in the computer model, such as thermal conductivity, latent heat of fusion, 
freezing point, specific heat, density, and composition, meant that a number of 
modeling decisions were going to have to be made. To ensure that the effects of these 
decisions could be compared between models, the shape of the time vs. temperature 
curve needed to be consistent with the experimental data throughout the modeling 
process. 
The preliminary model design for the PCCP used cylindrical, three dimensional 
geometry that utilized symmetry about the centerline of the probe. A stainless steel 
304 pipe was defined with an inner radius of 2 cm and an outer radius of 2.4 cm. The 
region that contained the coolant in the PNL experiment was modeled as an empty 
space where the inner surface of the pipe was maintained at the expected temperature 
of the coolant. A thin region of a mixture of frost and cat litter was modeled on the 
outside of the pipe to simulate the frost that developed during each run in the PNL 
experiments. This was accomplished through temperature dependent thermal 
conductivities in a small region around the probe. Beyond this frost layer, a region of 
mixed water and cat litter was modeled. The surfaces of the regions that were 
exposed to the environment were given a natural convective boundary condition with 
the convective heat transfer coefficient set at 2 cal/cm2 sec °C. An explicit transient 43 
calculation was performed with the initial conditions set at room temperature, 
uniformly distributed throughout all regions. A phase change was to be initiated by the 
program at a temperature of -5° C. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the geometry 
used to model the probe. 
After a few trial calculations to determine the shape of the time-temperature 
curves at the lower thermocouple position on the probe wall, some adjustments had to 
be made. A flat region in the time-temperature curve was created within the first few 
minutes by the preliminary model. HEATING 7.2 models a phase change by holding 
the temperature at a node (here the thermocouple position) constant until enough heat 
has been exchanged to complete the phase change.[1]  It was believed that the model 
created the flat region in the time-temperature curve by holding the temperature 
constant while changing phase at the node. The experimental results, however, did not 
show a flat region in the time-temperature curves. Therefore, it was concluded that a 
phase change calculation could not generate a match of the PNL curves.  It was also 
determined that the frost layer had no significant impact on the results in comparison 
to that of a homogenous mixture of water and cat litter region. Consequently the frost 
layer region was dropped from the computer model and replaced with a wet cat litter 
region. 44 
PCCP Geometry (as Input in HEATING7.2) 
Room Temperature 
<____ PCCP test tube 
Mixture  32.5 cm 
Bucket 
22.0 cm 
i-- Cap  12.01-cm 
Figure 3.1. Axial and Radial Views of the Phase Change  
Calibration Probe Computer Model  45  
3.4. First Model 
3.4.1.  First Computer Model Methodology 
Using the De Vries model described in Section 1.3, it was possible to estimate 
the specific heat values with greater confidence than the thermal conductivity values 
due to the X factor in the latter equation. Thus, it was determined that the specific heat 
value should be held constant while the thermal conductivity value should vary to match the 
time-temperature profiles of the experimental results. Then it would be possible to 
calculate the thermal conductivity value for the solid phase from the equation and compare 
how well the tests agree. 
Some simplified versions of the equations developed by De Vries were used to give a 
rough estimate of thermal values. The specific heat of the solid particles was set at 0.22 
ca /g °C and water weight fractions exchanged for the volumetric fractions. A specific 
heat value of 0.70 cal/g °C was designated as a conservative representation for the 
various moisture contents. The thermal conductivity equation was reduced to kw. = 
f,,lc., + fslcs where fy, is the weight fraction of water, lc, is the thermal conductivity of 
water, fs is the weight fraction of the solid particles, and ks is the thermal conductivity 
of solid particles. 
The experiments were divided into categories of water weight percentage of the 
total cat litter inventory. These categories, as given in the PNL report, are 10 weight 
percent (w/o) water, 20 w/o water, 30 w/o water, and 50 w/o water. The boundary 
temperature for the probe coolant was set at -25 °C and the final thermocouple 
temperatures were set according to the PCCP letter report of 1/94 for each moisture 46 
content mixture.[2] Upon recommendation from PNL, the density of the water and cat 
litter mixture for each category was set at 1.65 g/cm3. 
3.4.2.  First Computer Model Results 
Results of this model are given in Figure 3.2 and match the PNL experimental 
time-temperature curves fairly well. At the bottom of the figure, the final thermal 
conductivity values are given for each water weight percent mixture. These values of 
conductivity varied about an order of magnitude between the various mixtures and at 
10 w/o water content the value is about the same as pure water. Using the De Vries 
model the resulting conductivity values for the solid particles were - 10 w/o: 0.001511 
cal/cm sec °C, 20 w/o: 0.0034, 30 w/o: 0.00583, and 50 w/o: 0.0346. These values 
were not in good agreement with each other, especially between the 10 w/o and 50 
w/o mixtures. 
To determine how much these solid conductivity values affect the time-
temperature curves, further results were generated for a ± 50% solid thermal 
conductivity range. Figures 3.3 through 3.6 show the results of these calculations. 
The effect increased with increasing water fraction in the mixture to a maximum 
deviation of about 5.5 °C. These results suggested that a more refined model needed 
to be created to reduce the variation in the solid conductivity values and to narrow the 
deviation in the ± 50% solid conductivity range. 20 
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3.5. Second Model 
3.5.1  Second Computer Model Methodology 
The first improvement to the original model was to utilize additional 
information supplied by PNL on each water content mixture. As described in Section 
2.5, the final temperatures of each test varied as well as the inlet coolant temperature. 
It was therefore decided to break up the categories and produce results for each 
individual test, using the specific and unique conditions of that test. 
Another improvement to the model was an estimation of the volumetric 
fractions from various weight percent fractions. The model by De Vries called for the 
use of volumetric fractions, not weight percentages. Since the values of porosity and 
pore water content were not available for each test, an estimation based on density was 
made. The formula used was: 
1 
xw 
1  fw pw 
1+ (  X ) 
fw  Ps 
where xw is the volumetric fraction of water, fw is the water weight fraction, pw is the 
density of water, and ps is the density of the cat litter. The resulting water volumetric 
fractions are - 10%: 0.155, 20%: 0.292, 30%: 0.414, and 50%: 0.623. 
The last improvement made from the first model was to vary the values of the 
specific heat with changing weight percent of water. Using the model by DeVries, the 
estimated volumetric fractions, and a solid specific heat value of 0.22 cal/g °C, new 53 
values for the specific heat of the water and cat litter material were created. These 
values are given in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1.  Specific Heat Constants for Second Model 
Test #  Specific Heat (cal/e °C) 
9-12  0.706 
8,13-15  0.543 
16-18  0.448 
19  0.341 
3.5.2. Second Model Results 
The results of the second model's thermal conductivity values are given in 
Table 3.2. These values varied among themselves by about a factor of four, with the 
lowest value being about twice the value of water. 
Table 3.2. Second Model Effective Thermal Conductivity 
Test #  Conductivity (cal /cm sec °C  Test #  Conductivity (cal/cm sec °C) 
8  0.0093  14  0.00416 
9  0.0115  15  0.00415 
10  0.01075  16  0.00310 
11  0.0101  17  0.00295 
12  0.01079  18  0.00288 
13  0.00510  19  0.00375 54 
Using the values from Table 3.2 and the modified thermal conductivity equation, it 
was possible to determine the conductivity values for the solid particles. These values 
are given in Table 3.3.  Again the values were not in good agreement with each 
other, especially between the 50 w/o test group and the 20 w/o test group. 
Table 33. Second Model Solid Particle Thermal Conductivity 
Test #  Conductivity (cal/cm sec °C)  Test #  Conductivity (cal/cm sec °C) 
8  0.01488  14  0.00611 
9  0.0282  15  0.00610 
10  0.0262  16  0.00380 
11  0.02448  17  0.00359 
12  0.02631  18  0.00349 
13  0.00771  19  0.00418 
The solid conductivity values were increased and decreased by 50% to see 
what effect this would have on the final temperature reached by the model for each 
test. Figure 3.7 gives the results of these calculations as well as the previous model's 
results listed in the graph as - Test 4: 50 w/o, Test 5: 30 w/o, Test 6: 20 w/o, and Test 
7: 10 w/o. The maximum variation in the new model was found to be about 5 °C. 
3.5.3. Analysis of Second Model Behavior 
The second model's results were an improvement over the first model's results, 
but the change was not dramatic.  It was then decided to gain a better understanding 0 
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of how the estimates of the specific heat and thermal conductivity values behaved with 
the computer model. Picking three tests that appeared well behaved and had good 
experimental confidence, calculations were performed using the values for the solid 
particle conductivity to determine effective thermal conductivity values for varying 
weight percentages of water. These values were then put into the computer model and 
final thermocouple temperatures created. Figure 3.8 gives the results of this process 
for Test 13, Test 14, and Test 17. Two things stand out in this graph that are very 
important. The first is that the curves do not show much temperature difference 
between the different water contents. This leads us to believe that great changes are 
needed in specific heat values and conductivity values to account for the experimental 
results. The second important feature is the trend of the curve. The analytical model 
predicted that the temperature would decrease with increasing water content unlike the 
experimental results which showed the opposite to be true. This trend can be 
explained by the fact that the effective thermal conductivity decreased with increasing 
water content. The increasing value of specific heat with increasing water content was 
not able to compensate for the changes due to thermal conductivity. Efforts were then 
needed to examine the computer model for any unsuspected errors and gain any 
additional insight from the experimental data. 
3.5.4. Examination of Second Model 
Upon examination of the second model, questions were raised about the time 
scaling of HEATING 7.2.  After consultation with the author of the program, it was 
established that the original scaling was incorrect. This resulted in a confounding of Prediction of Temperature Curves 
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the results of the first two models. Unfortunately, the new time scaling only increased 
the values of the required thermal conductivity of the wet cat litter.  Figures 3.2 
through 3.6 have been corrected to show their actual time scale instead of the 
originally believed time scale. 
The mesh structure used in the first two models was also considered to be a 
source of possible error. The Classical Explicit Procedure technique was used in both 
models to ensure stability in the solution. However, this technique is very time 
consuming and increases the length of computing time required with the addition of 
every new node. Therefore it was necessary to limit the number of nodes in each 
region to maintain reasonable run time. In order to check that the mesh structure was 
giving an accurate result, a comparison was made to the Classical Implicit Procedure 
results. The first case kept the original mesh structure of the explicit solution and 
used an implicit solution instead of the explicit solution. Then three additional cases 
were run using an implicit solution with each mesh becoming finer than the previous 
case. None of the cases showed any significant change in the results over the explicit 
case, even though a significant number of nodes were added. This leads us to believe 
that the explicit technique's mesh structure is giving an accurate result. The results of 
the four cases and the explicit case are given in Table 3.4. 59 
Table 3.4.  Explicit and Implicit Technique Results 
Time  Explicit  Implicit  Implicit  Implicit  Implicit 
(minutes)  Case  Case #1  Case #2  Case #3  Case #4 
0.5  - 10.18 °C  - 10.18 °C  - 10.27 °C  - 10.20 °C  - 10.20 °C 
3.0  -15.55 °C  -15.55 °C  -15.55 °C  -15.54 °C  -15.54 °C 
6.0  - 16.74 °C  - 16.74 °C  - 16.74 °C  - 16.72 °C  - 16.73 °C 
9.0  -17.24 °C  -17.24 °C  -17.23 °C  -17.22 °C  -17.22 °C 
12.0  -17.47 °C  -17.47 °C  -17.46 °C  -17.45 °C  -17.45 °C 
15.0  -17.58 °C  -17.58 °C  -17.57 °C  -17.56 °C  -17.56 °C 
3.6. Third Model 
3.6.1. Third Computer Model Methodology 
It was evident from the results of the second model that a straight conduction 
problem could not match the results from the PNL experiments. The poor match 
during the first few minutes of the tests and the extremely high thermal conductivity 
values required to match the final measured temperatures suggested that further 
refinements were required.  It was therefore concluded that a re-examination of the 
initial phase change results should take place.  It was found that HEATING 7.2 is very 
sensitive to the mesh structure of the model. By expanding the first region of wet cat 
litter from 2.7 cm to 4.32 cm and decreasing the spacing between nodes, the flat 
region in the time-temperature curve no longer appeared. Three aspects of the new 
model were then explored in order that a match with the experimental results could be 
obtained. The first aspect was an examination of the first four minutes of the time-60 
temperature curve for Test 17 to see if varying the phase change parameters could 
obtain a match for this region. The next aspect was the last ten minutes of the time-
temperature curve for Test 17 to see how changes in thermal conductivity, latent heat, 
and freezing points would effect the final thermocouple temperature. The last aspect 
was to obtain as close a match as possible for each test with the intent of lowering the 
necessary thermal conductivity value as much as possible. 
3.6.2. Third Model Results 
The results of the first four minutes of Test 17 are given in Figures 3.9 and 
3.10. They show that there was an improvement over the pure conduction curves, but 
a complete match was not possible. The experimental curve was much warmer for the 
first two minutes than the third model could generate even using the latent heat and 
freezing point of pure water. 
The results for the last ten minutes of Test 17 are given in Figures 3.11 
through 3.13. Figure 3.11 shows that lowering the freezing point lowered the final 
temperature of the curve. Figure 3.12 shows that decreasing the value of the latent 
heat of the wet cat litter lowered the final temperature of the curve. Figure 3.13 
shows that raising the thermal conductivity of the wet cat litter raised the final 
temperature of the curve. 
Since the final thermal conductivities of the previous models were very large, it 
was determined that the freezing point and latent heat value should be set in such a 
way as to reduce the thermal conductivity requirements as much as possible while still 
remaining in the realm of the possible. From the results of Figures 3.11 through 3.13, 0 
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we can see that a large latent heat value and a high freezing point are required. The 
value for pure water was determined to be an upper bound for the system and was 
therefore used in the model. Table 3.5 gives the thermal conductivity results from the 
Table 3.5. Third Model Effective Thermal Conductivity 
Test #  Conductivity (cal/cm min °C)  Test #  Conductivity (cal/cm min °C) 
8  14  1.99 
9  7.05  15  1.87 
10  7.25  16  2.10 
11  6.75  17  1.90 
12  6.70  18  2.15 
13  2.20  19  2.05 
third model using pure water for the phase change in the wet cat litter region. The 
corresponding time-temperature curves are given in Figures 3.14 through 3.24. The 
resulting solid conductivities from the DeVries model are given in Table 3.6. 
These thermal conductivity values continued to be too large, at least 40 times greater 
than water. We would expect the latent heat values and the freezing points for the 
tests to be lower than that of water, which would force the actual conductivity values 
to be even larger than those in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. Test 9 
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Table 3.6. Third Model Solid Particle Thermal Conductivity 
Test #  Conductivity (cal /cm sec °C  Test #  Conductivity (cal/cm sec °C) 
8  14  0.0556 
9  0.309  15  0.0552 
10  0.318  16  0.0489 
11  0.296  17  0.0441 
12  0.294  18  0.0500 
13  0.0616  19  0.0402 
3.7. Conclusions 
The results of the three HEATING 7.2 models show that it was not possible to 
obtain good agreement between the experimental results and the computer model using 
the DeVries parameters. The most limiting factors in determining an accurate model 
were the values of the thermal properties. For a precise model to be created quantities 
such as specific heat, thermal conductivity, latent heat, and freezing point all needed to 
be defined as a function of water content. The lack of agreement between the 
computer model and the experimental data could have been due to either errors in 
estimating thermal variables, inaccurate data of the experiments, or unaccounted 
physical processes in the computer model. 79 
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  
4.1. Introduction 
In order to explore the questions raised by the HEATING 7.2 computer model, 
it was necessary to carry out experiments testing the preliminary results of PNL. The 
probe used in the PNL experiments was obtained and a facility was designed to carry 
out tests with the probe. This chapter provides a detailed description of the probe, the 
equipment used to carry out the tests, and the procedures followed for each test. 
4.2. Phase Change Calibration Probe 
The exterior of the Phase Change Calibration Probe (PCCP) is constructed of a 
threaded stainless steel pipe with white polyvinylchloride (PVC) endcaps. The interior 
of the PCCP is composed of a plastic tube running from the inlet to a few centimeters 
short of the bottom of the interior of the pipe. The plastic tube is anchored in place 
near the bottom of the pipe by two plastic dowels cemented to the pipe wall and the 
tube wall by a plastic cement. The top of the plastic tube is cemented to a metal 
male-male pipe connector allowing for the attachment of the inlet coolant line. A 
threaded hole in the side of the PVC top endcap has another metal male-male pipe 
connector inserted to allow for the outflow of the coolant. The entire probe is water 
sealed through use of a gasket sealant on all threaded connections. A schematic 
diagram of the PCCP is shown in Figure 4.1. 81 
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Figure 4.1. OW Experimental Schematic Diagram of the PCCP 82 
4.3. Test Facility Equipment 
4.3.1.  Chiller 
The PCCP is cooled by a Poly Science Model 900 rapid-cool refrigerated 
circulating bath. The chiller circulates a mixture of 50% ethylene glycol and 50% 
water through a dual speed centrifugal pump. The pump provides flow up to 15 liters/ 
minute for zero head at a high pump speed setting. The chiller contains a 5 liter 
reservoir of fluid which may be chilled to as low as -35 °C. The temperature is set 
through use of a variable range selector that controls the refrigeration system rated at 
240 W at -20 °C. Two switches control the cooling rate, allowing for normal cooling 
of the fluid or rapid cooling. 
4.3.2. Tubing 
The chiller is connected to the probe by 0.91 meters of 13 mm inner diameter 
(ID) Tygon plastic tubing, both through the inlet and the outlet of the chiller. The 
tubing is connected to the chiller by a male-male brass pipe connector and is 
connected to the probe through the use of a Tygon pipe connector. The tubing is 
wrapped in a foam insulation tube of 15.9 mm ID and the connections are wrapped 
with a foam insulation tape, thereby reducing heat gain between the chiller and the 
probe. 83  
4.3.3. Test Bed 
The test bed used for the PCCP tests is a Coleman Marine 100 portable cooler 
with the lid removed. The inner dimensions of the cooler measure 81.2 cm in length, 
37.0 cm in width, and 34.4 cm in height. This volume is more than is necessary for 
the tests, so the actual volume is reduced through use of a board measuring 36.2 cm 
by 30.4 cm by 1.2 cm which is covered in plastic to reduce the possibility of moisture 
absorption from the test sample. The final test bed dimensions measure approximately 
30.6 cm in length, 35.0 cm in width, and 30.4 cm in height. 
4.3.4. Data Acquisition Hardware 
The data acquisition system is composed of an 8088 processor-based personal 
computer, an Omega DAS-8 analog/digital (A/D) interface board, and an Omega EXP-
16 Analog Input Multiplexer. The DAS-8 interface board contains 8 single ended, 
analog input channels connected to the personal computer through a 37 pin D male 
connector. The board features a high speed, 12-bit successive approximation A/D 
converter with typical conversion times of 25 1.1Sec resulting in data throughput rates in 
excess of 30 KHz.[1] The EXP-16 Multiplexer is used to provide 16 channels of continuous 
monitoring on one DAS-8 channel. The EXP-16 gain setting is adjustable to either 0.5, 1, 2, 
10, 50, 100, 200, or 1000 through the use of dip switches or may be set through the addition 
of a resistor. A higher gain setting reduces the noise and fluctuation in the analog 
signal, however it also limits the range of the signal. Conversely, a lower gain setting 
increases the range of the signal but will produce greater amounts of noise. Through the 84 
use of a 330 ohm resistor, a gain of 606 was set to give enough range in the signal with a 
resulting temperature signal oscillation of about ±1 °C.[2,3] 
4.3.5. Data Acquisition Software 
The DAS-8 A/D Converter is controlled by the computer using programs 
written in Microsoft QuickBASIC. The data acquisition code used for the probe tests 
is called QBPCCP.BAS and is listed in the Appendix. The program accomplishes the 
following tasks: 
1.  Initializes the DAS-8 and loads the thermocouple look up table. 
2. Measures temperature for cold junction compensation. 
3. Measures the voltages of all thermocouples on the EXP-16. 
4.  Converts, corrects, and linearizes thermocouple volts to temp. in °C. 
5.  Displays output. 
6. Writes the output to a data file. 
The software used to control the DAS-8 A/D Converter requires an input and 
output driver routine, "DAS8.BIN", which allows several functions to be called by the 
data acquisition code. It is also necessary, when running in the QuickBASIC 
environment, to create a Quick Library to allow the code to use the DAS8 routines.[4] 
A batch file was written to execute QuickBASIC, create the necessary Quick Library, 
and run the data acquisition code with one simple command. This file, PCCP.BAT, 
which preforms the requisite steps necessary to run the code by simply typing "PCCP", 
is written as follows: 
QB /AH /RUN QBPCCP.BAS /L DAS8.QLB 85 
The code used to generate temperatures for the PCCP tests performs the 
acquisition and conversion procedures by referencing the DAS8 Quick Library 
identified in the batch file. Twenty two procedures are available, designated by Mode 
numbers in the DAS8 routine, however only four procedures were needed to obtain the 
data required from the tests. These four procedures were: to initialize the DAS-8 and 
set the base address (Mode 0), set the channel scan limits (Mode 1), perform a single 
A/D conversion (Mode 4), and write the digital output (Mode 14). 
The data recording rate for the code is determined from a computation 
involving the user requested sampling time, as can be seen in line 602 of the code 
listed in the Appendix. The data is taken and displayed on the screen for each 
sampling loop, but is not written to the output file until the loop count reaches the 
computed sampling time count. The purpose of the sampling loop is to generate an 
average measured value for the data between data sampling points. This data 
averaging method fixes the problem of thermocouple voltage fluctuations that was 
discussed in Section 4.3.4.[3] 
4.3.6. Thermocouples 
All temperature measurements in the PCCP tests were made using Chromel -
Alumel (K Type) precision fine wire thermocouples. These thermocouples are capable 
of measuring temperatures between -270 °C and 1370 °C, however their actual range is 
limited by the EXP-16 multiplexer. Since the input analog voltage is limited to ±5 
volts direct current, the upper and lower limits on measurable temperature response is 
a function of the multiplexer gain. 86 
A total of 16 channels of the EXP-16 were used for temperature measurements, 
one for each thermocouple. Table 4.1 summarizes the location of the thermocouples 
assigned to each of the multiplexer channels. Thermocouples 0 through 3 are located 
9.5 cm from the base of the probe on the wall of the probe. The thermocouples are 
spaced around the probe at 90 degree angles with thermocouple 3 located vertically 
underneath the outlet of the probe. The thermocouples are attached to the probe 
through the use of plastic adhesive tabs along the insulated portion of the 
thermocouples. Two thermocouples, number 2 and 3, are half covered with the 
plastic adhesive tabs to ensure attachment to the probe wall. The other two 
thermocouples are not covered with plastic adhesive tabs allowing for unrestricted 
connection between the probe wall and the simulant. Thermocouples 4 through 7 are 
located in the test bed 3.5 cm from the probe wall. These thermocouples are placed at 
the same vertical level as Thermocouples 0 through 3 by utilization of a small glass 
tube. The use of these tubes is described in Section 4.4.2. Axially they are arranged 
the same as Thermocouples 0 through 3. Thermocouple 8 sits near the bottom of the 
coolant reservoir using the chiller's lid to keep it in place. Thermocouple 9 is placed 
upon the brass male-male fitting of the probe inlet. The original thermocouple was 
secured initially with the insulating foam tape, but it eventually needed to be replaced 
due to its failure caused by the coolant fluid that had leaked in the piping junction. 
When the thermocouple was replaced, between Test 13 and Test 14, it was secured 
and sealed to the brass fitting by a plastic adhesive tab to help prevent future failure. 
Thermocouple 10 is secured to the brass male-male fitting of the probe outlet through 
use of the foam insulating tape. Thermocouple 11 is secured to the probe wall, 28.75 87 
cm from the base, through the use of a plastic adhesive tab upon the insulation near 
the exposed wire.  It is axially located midway between Thermocouple 0 and 
Thermocouple 2. Thermocouples 12 through 15 are located in the test bed 7 cm from 
the probe wall and placed at the same vertical level as Thermocouples 0 through 3 by 
utilization of glass tubes. Axially these thermocouples were initially arranged as 
Thermocouples 0 through 3.  After Test 5 they were moved 45 degrees to be offset 
from Thermocouples 4 through 7. 
Table 4.1. Thermocouple Locations 
Multiplexer  Location of Thermocouple 
Channel # 
0-3  Lower probe wall 
4-7  3.5 cm from probe wall in test bed 
8  Coolant tank 
9  Inlet to probe 
10  Outlet of probe 
11  Upper probe wall 
12-15  7 cm from probe wall in test bed 88 
4.4. Test Procedures 
4.4.1  Test Material Preparation 
In all tests, except four, the test material used was Trophy brand cat box litter 
with dust control. The remaining four tests used tap water as the test material. Two 
22.7 kg bags of cat litter were used in the series of tests conducted with the probe. 
The first bag was used for the entire series of tests through the 50 weight percent 
(w/o) category and the second bag was used in the last set of tests on the 0 w/o 
category. It was necessary to use almost one bag of cat litter to sufficiently fill the 
test bed, thus it was decided to use the same material in the initial series work-up from 
test to test. Because of water loss from evaporation and material loss from physical 
transfer between test categories some error was introduced in the actual moisture 
content of the cat litter. However, the tests were more concerned with general trends 
at that point than actual determination of precise moisture contents. Typically only 
one w/o of material was lost between test categories. An allowance was made in the 
preparation of the 40 w/o mixture to restore 2 w/o of water that was lost to 
evaporation to ensure that the material was no more than 2 w/o off in estimation. 
For the mixtures of water and cat litter, all weights were determined through 
use of an Ohaus Model 300 electronic balance. This balance is capable of weighing a 
maximum of 300 grams at one time. Therefore, it was necessary to use a typical 
paper drinking cup as a temporary vessel to hold the cat litter mixture while it was 
being weighed. Initially the balance was zeroed with respect to the cup (tare) in order 
to remove its weight from the display to ensure an accurate reading of the scale. At 89 
the 50 w/o category preparation it was necessary to tare the cup with each successive 
measurement due to particles sticking to the cup. 
After a category was completed the test material in the Coleman cooler was 
transferred to the balance room, except for the 0 w/o category where the cat litter in 
the bag was taken to the balance room. The test material was then transferred to the 
balance through use of the cup and weighed. The data from the balance was then 
recorded and the material transferred to an 7.6 liter galvanized steel bucket until such 
time as the bucket became full. Each full bucket was transported back to the test 
facilities and deposited in a smaller Coleman cooler that contained a lid. Once the 
material had been completely weighed, its total weight was determined and compared 
to previous measurements. The proper amount of water was then weighed using a 
plastic squeeze bottle and placed in a beaker. Once the total amount of water was 
obtained, it was taken to the test facility to be mixed with the cat litter. The mixture 
was thoroughly stirred in the smaller Coleman cooler to ensure an even distribution of 
moisture in the cat litter.  Finally, the mixture was transferred from the smaller cooler 
into the test bed contained within the larger cooler. For the 0 w/o mixture it was 
unnecessary to mix with water and could be transferred straight from the bucket into 
the test bed. Upon completion of the process the mixture had an approximate height 
of 24.5 cm in the test bed. In the case of pure water, the entire Coleman Marine 100 
cooler was filled with water to a height of 24.5 cm. Table 4.2 shows the weight of 
the test material prior to mixture for each category and the amount of water added. 90 
Table 4.2. Weight of Test Material and Water Added 
Test Material Category  Weight of Test Material  Weight of Water Added 
(Weight Percent)  (grams)  (grams) 
0 (Tests 2 - 5)  18812.09  0.0 
10  19021.19  1902.07 
20  20746.19  1902.28 
30  22417.28  1903.55 
40  24047.80  2282.58 
50  25754.24  1902.20 
0 (Tests 30 - 33)  19021.19  0.0 
4.4.2 Test Bed Preparation 
Before the addition of the test material into the test bed the probe needed to be 
properly placed. The probe was positioned to sit flatly upon the bottom of the cooler 
with its outlet facing the one corner of the test bed. All thermocouple connections to 
the probe were then checked for proper attachment. At that point the test material was 
added to the test bed, whether it be moist cat litter or water. The material was packed 
by hand once it was poured in the bed, except in the case of pure water. A gentle 
pressure was applied to the material to ensure proper contact to the probe and a 
uniform density throughout. Once the material was in place the remaining 
thermocouples would be inserted. 
Starting with thermocouples 4 through 7, the distance from the probe was 
measured and marked in the material for placement of the thermocouple. The 
thermocouple was then inserted into the glass tube until it had reached the bottom of 91 
the hollow tube. The tube was then inserted 15 cm into the material by a slow 
twisting action to ensure no particles would clog the end. The thermocouple was at 
that point 9.5 cm from the bottom of the test bed and at the same height as 
thermocouples 0 through 3. The tube was then slid up approximately 2 to 3 cm 
around the thermocouple, thereby leaving the thermocouple in place. The material 
around the tube was then gently packed again to ensure a good connection with the 
thermocouple. This method was repeated for each thermocouple positioned within the 
test material. After all thermocouples were in place a plastic sheet was placed over 
the entire test bed to reduce water evaporation. 
Due to the amount of liquid in the 50 w/o mixture, a special problem was 
encountered. The liquid in the cat litter mixture pooled at the bottom of the test bed 
and leaked out of the testing area under the board. To counteract this effect, a block 
was placed under one end of the cooler, elevating the end away from the testing area. 
Gravity then caused the water to return and stay in the testing area. 
4.4.3. Experimental Procedure 
The first step of any run was to turn on the chiller and let it run for at least 40 
minutes to achieve a proper initial temperature. In order to achieve the lowest 
temperature in the shortest amount of time, the rapid cooling option was activated and 
the thermostat set at the lowest setting of -40 °C. Once the chiller was ready, the data 
acquisition system was tested to ensure that all channels were registering. If any 
channels were acting atypically, the connections to the multiplexer were all checked 
and the system tested again. During the testing of the 20 w/o category thermocouple 9 92 
failed entirely and was later replaced. Also, thermocouple 1 failed in test 2 due to an 
improper connection to the multiplexer. Otherwise no problems were encountered 
with the data acquisition system. After all systems were checked, the plastic was 
removed from the test bed and a test initiated. 
The typical test was started by taking an initial temperature measurement with 
an Omega IIHM55-G digital multimeter thermometer and a type K thermocouple 
temporarily inserted into the tank. This measurement was then recorded in the lab 
book for the PCCP tests. With the coolant pump turned off, the data acquisition 
system was initiated with data for most tests being taken every half minute, the time 
being recorded in the lab book. Data was taken for three minutes to establish the 
initial conditions within the system. At three minutes the variable speed pump was 
turned on at the high setting and the time recorded into the lab book. The system was 
then left alone for approximately the next 3 hours and 20 minutes for the first three 
tests in the series and 5 hours and 30 minutes for the last test in the series. After the 
appointed cooling period, the thermostat was reset to 20 °C thereby initiating the 
warming period. The time of this temperature change was recorded in the lab book. 
During the first 5 tests the rapid cooling option was left activated, but it was found 
with test 6 that the tank would warm up faster if this option were turned off. 
Therefore, starting with test 6 the cooling switch was the only active option during the 
warming period. After generally 90 minutes for the first three tests in the categories 
and 2 hours for the last test the time was recorded, the data acquisition system was 
turned off, the chiller shut down completely, and the plastic returned to the test bed. 93 
After these tasks were completed, the data from the test was transferred to hard disk 
on the data acquisition computer and backed-up on floppy disk. 
4.5. Conclusions 
The probe, the facility, and the testing procedures provided an excellent means 
for validation of the principles behind the PCCP. The probe provided a uniform 
delivery of fluid below the freezing temperature to the test mixture while keeping both 
separate from each other. The probe wall also allowed for a temperature reference 
point that remains constant between tests. The data acquisition system permitted 
continuous monitoring of the important parameters during both steady state and 
transient test operations. The testing procedures provide consistency both within test 
categories and between them. The combination of these three facets allowed for a 
thorough evaluation of the PNL results, the computer modeling results, and the theory 
behind the PCCP. 94 
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CHAPTER 5. OSU EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
5.1. Introduction 
Experiments were conducted at Oregon State University to explore the issues 
raised by the computer model of the preliminary PNL results. A testing program was 
established in order to obtain the information needed to test the conclusions of PNL, 
as well as the overall trend of the theory behind the PCCP. After the experimental 
data was collected, it was analyzed and compared to the preliminary results from PNL 
as well as to the expected trend given by the theory. In this chapter we will discuss 
the testing program as well as the analysis of its results. 
5.2. Experimental Testing Program 
The test series at OSU was devised in order to examine the extreme ends of the 
experimental boundaries, as well as the important regions of interest within these 
extremes. It was decided that the lower and upper bounds of the experiment needed to 
be tested in order to understand the range involved in the results. Therefore, a series 
of tests with pure cat litter as the simulant and a series of tests with pure water as the 
simulant was conducted. In between these two extremes, it was decided that the 10, 
20, 30, and 50 w/o water with cat litter simulant experiments needed to be conducted 
to compare with the PNL preliminary results. The 40 w/o water with cat litter 
category was also added to the experimental series in order to better understand the 
region between 30 w/o and 50 w/o water.  It was originally planned to conduct tests 96 
with 60 w/o or 70 w/o water, but due to difficulties encountered in the 50 w/o tests 
they were dropped from the testing series. An additional set of pure cat litter tests 
was also conducted, because the initial test results were not in line with other category 
results. Table 5.1 gives a listing of the tests performed at OSU with the PCCP. Table 
5.2 shows the important experimental event times as well at the initial conditions for 
the chiller reservoir for each test.  
Table 5.1. OSU PCCP Testing Series  
Test #  Test Material 
1  Air 
2  Pure Cat Litter 
3  Pure Cat Litter 
4  Pure Cat Litter 
5  Pure Cat Litter 
6  10 w/o Water 
7  10 w/o Water 
8  10 w/o Water 
9  10 w/o Water 
10  20 w/o Water 
11  20 w/o Water 
12  20 w/o Water 
13  20 w/o Water 
14  30 w/o Water 
15  30 w/o Water 
16  30 w/o Water 
17  30 w/o Water 
Test #  
18  
19  
20  
21  
22  
23  
24  
25  
26  
27  
28  
29  
30  
31  
32  
33  
Test Material 
40 w/o Water 
40 w/o Water 
40 w/o Water 
40 w/o Water 
50 w/o Water 
50 w/o Water 
50 w/o Water 
50 w/o Water 
Pure Water 
Pure Water 
Pure Water 
Pure Water 
Pure Cat Litter 
Pure Cat Litter 
Pure Cat Litter 
Pure Cat Litter 97 
Table 5.2 Experimental Event Times and Initial Chiller Temperature 
Test #  DAS Start  Pump Start  Warm  End of  Initial 
Time  Time  Period Start  Experiment  Chiller 
Time  Temp. 
1  12:06 pm  12:07 pm  12:15 pm  -26 °C 
2  12:15 pm  12:16 pm  1:48 pm  2:30 pm  -27 °C 
3  12:13 pm  12:14 pm  5:40 pm  9:00 pm  -27 °C 
4  1:07 pm  1:10 pm  4:30 pm  6:00 pm  -27 °C 
5  10:00 am  10:03 am  1:23 pm  2:53 pm  -27 °C 
6  12:13 pm  12:16 pm  3:36 pm  5:06 pm  -28 °C 
7  11:09 am  11:12 am  2:32 pm  4:02 pm  -28 °C 
8  11:51 am  11:54 am  3:14 pm  4:44 pm  -30 °C 
9  11:22 am  11:25 am  4:55 pm  6:55 pm  -30 °C 
10  2:27 pm  2:30 pm  5:55 pm  7:25 pm  -30 °C 
11  11:42 am  11:45 am  3:05 pm  4:45 pm  -32 °C 
12  1:12 pm  1:15 pm  4:35 pm  6:05 pm  -31 °C 
13  10:22 am  10:25 am  4:00 pm  6:50 pm  -33 °C 
14  12:57 pm  1:00 pm  4:20 pm  5:55 pm  -25 °C 
15  12:45 pm  12:48 pm  4:08 pm  5:43 pm  -26 °C 
16  11:17 am  11:20 am  2:40 pm  4:22 pm  -28 °C 
17  11:50 am  11:53 am  7:05 pm  10:46 pm  -29 °C 
18  12:57 pm  1:00 pm  4:20 pm  5:52 pm  -28 °C 
19  12:20 pm  12:23 pm  3:43 pm  5:13 pm  -29 °C 
20  11:22 am  11:25 am  2:25 pm  4:40 pm  -30 °C 
21  1:15 pm  1:18 pm  6:48 pm  8:51 pm  -29 °C 
22  12:57 pm  1:00 pm  4:20 pm  5:50 pm  -28 °C 
23  11:52 am  11:55 am  4:18 pm  5:51 pm  -28 °C 
24  11:42 am  11:45 am  3:05 pm  4:35 pm  -28 °C 98 
Table 5.2 Experimental Event Times and Initial Chiller Temperature (continued) 
Test #  DAS Start  Pump Start  Warm  End of  Initial 
Time  Time  Period Start  Experiment  Chiller 
Time  Temp. 
25  12:27 pm  12:30 pm  6:00 pm  8:00 pm  -28 °C 
26  2:17 pm  2:20 pm  5:00 pm  6:03 pm  -27 °C 
27  11:27 am  11:30 am  4:20 pm  5:40 pm  -28 °C 
28  11:37 am  11:40 am  3:47 pm  6:07 pm  -27 °C 
29  10:57 am  11:00 am  4:05 pm  5:35 pm  -26 °C 
30  12:00 pm  12:03 pm  3:23 pm  4:53 pm  -25 °C 
31  10:47 am  10:50 am  2:10 pm  3:56 pm  -26 °C 
32  12:02 pm  12:05 pm  3:25 pm  5:33 pm  -27 °C 
33  10:02 am  10:05 am  3:35 pm  6:42 pm  -27 °C 
5.3 Experimental Data Results 
For each experiment conducted, a data file was produced containing the record 
of each thermocouple reading taken by the DAS. For each test, the temperature 
readings were broken down into four groups of four thermocouples. These four 
groups were graphically displayed for each of the two phases of the experiment, the 
cooling phase and the warming phase. The first group was the probe wall 
thermocouples, thermocouple channel numbers 0 through 3 (TC#0 through TC#3). The 
next group was composed of the coolant fluid thermocouples as well as the 
thermocouple located at the top of the probe, TC#8 through TC#11. The third group 
consisted of the thermocouples located 3.5 cm from the probe in the test bed, TC#4 99 
through TC#7. The last group of thermocouples were those located 7 cm from the 
probe wall, TC#12 through TC#15. Figures 5.1 through 5.14 show the graphical 
representation for tests 11, 19, 27, and 31 during the cooling phase of the experiment. 
These graphs are very typical of the other tests in all aspects except temperature 
values. If we compare Figure 5.1 to that of Figure 2.2 we see that the shape of the 
curves are consistent, however the time required to achieve a relatively flat section of 
the curve is much longer for the OSU experiments than for the PNL experiments. 
5.4 Experimental Data Evaluation 
The process to evaluate the data from the OSU experiments was the same as 
the process taken by OSU to evaluate the PNL preliminary results. As can be seen 
from Table 5.2 the initial coolant temperature varies between each test, just as was 
found in the PNL data. Since the temperature of the probe wall is dependent upon the 
chiller temperature, see Equation 1.10, we must take this factor into account. Because 
the temperature is also dependent upon the time, in order to compare the results from 
each test, the data must be analyzed at the same time for each test.  Therefore, it was 
decided that the temperatures should be considered at 203 minutes from the initiation 
of the DAS, 200 minutes of actual coolant flow, and that each wall temperature should 
have subtracted from it the temperature of the coolant reservoir at 203 minutes. In 
this way all the influential factors should be taken into account, thereby allowing us to 
consider the data between tests independent from known confounding factors. Figures 
5.15 through 5.18 show the results of the tests for each of the four probe wall 
thermocouples. 15 
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Figure 5.1. OSU Test #11 Experimental Time-Temperature Results 15 
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Figure 5.2. OSU Test #11 Experimental Time-Temperature Results 16 
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Figure 5.3. OSU Test #11 Experimental Time-Temperature Results 2 
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Figure 5.4. OSU Test #11 Experimental Time-Temperature Results 2 
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Figure 5.5. OSU Test #19 Experimental Time-Temperature Results ----------------
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Figure 5.6. OSU Test #19 Experimental Time-Temperature Results Test 19 (40%) - Cooling Time  
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Figure 5.7. OSU Test #19 Experimental Time-Temperature Results 20 
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Figure 5.8. OSU Test #19 Experimental Time-Temperature Results Test 27 (Pure Water) - Cooling Time  
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Figure 5.9. OSU Test #27 Experimental Time-Temperature Results 2  i 
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Figure 5.10. OSU Test #27 Experimental Time-Temperature Results 30 
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Figult 5.11. OSU Test #31 Experimental Time-Temperature Results 25 
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Figute 5.12. OSU Test #31 Experimental Time-Temperature Results 26 
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Figum 5.13. OSU Test #31 Experimental Time-Temperature Results Test 31 (0%) - Cooling Time 
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Figure 5.14. OSU Test #31 Experimental Time-Temperature Results TC#0 & Tank Differential Temp.  
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Figure 5.15. Differences Between Coolant Temperature and Final Wall Temperature for TC#0 TC#1 & Tank Differential Temp. 
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Figure 5.16. Differences Between Coolant Temperature and Final Wall Temperature for TC#1 TC#2 & Tank Differential Temp. 
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Figure 5.17. Differences Between Coolant Temperature and Final Wall Temperature for TC#2 TC#3 & Tank Differential Temp.  
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Figure 5.18. Differences Between Coolant Temperature and Final Wall Temperature for TC#3  118 
The theory predicts that with increasing water content there should be an 
increase in the differential temperature at the probe wall. However, the test results 
show that the thermocouples are not uniform in their response.  It can be seen in all of 
the graphs that the first set of pure cat litter results do not seem consistent with either 
the trend of the graphs or the second set of results. This may be due to the fact that 
the experimental techniques were not perfected in the first series of tests.  Hereafter 
we will consider only tests 30 through 33 for the pure cat litter category. The trend 
for TC#0 shows that the temperature difference tends to increase with greater water 
content, however the 40 and 50 w/o groups have a smaller temperature differential 
than the 30 w/o group. The trend for TC#1 shows little variation in the differential 
temperature until the 40 w/o group is reached, then the difference increases with 
greater water content. TC#2 shows little variation throughout the tests until the pure 
water category is reached. Lastly, TC#3 shows an increase in differential temperature 
between the 10 and 20 w/o category, the 30 and 40 w/o category, and the 50 w/o and 
pure water categories in a step like fashion. TC#1 is the closest in matching the PNL 
results as given by Figure 2.21. We see that in both graphs there is little change in 
the wall temperature up to the 30 w/o category. 119 
5.5 Error Analysis of Experimental Results 
Of greatest concern to the test results is the error involved in the temperature 
measurements. As was discussed in Section 4.3.4, the maximum error in a 
temperature measurement, using the K-type thermocouples, is 1 °C. Since two 
measurements are involved in the computed differential temperature value, its error is 
±2 °C. Because the differential temperature results in Figures 5.15 through 5.18 all fall 
within a range of approximately 2.5 °C, we could say that any trend in the data is due 
to randomly generated data by the oscillations in the temperature signals. In order to 
determine if the trends were due to the physical phenomena or accidentally generated 
the data was plotted at various times. Figures 5.19 through 5.24 show the progression 
of the tests through time for TC#0. Included in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 are the results 
of the PNL experiments at 5 minutes and 10 minutes respectively. We can see that in 
Figure 5.19 the differential temperatures are quite large, around 15 degrees. Given an 
error of ±2 °C the trend of the graph would not change significantly. As we move 
forward in time from Figure 5.22 to Figure 5.24 we see that although the magnitude of 
the differential temperature decreases, the trend of the graph does not.  If the trend in 
Figure 5.15 were a result of random noise, we would not expect to see the same 
overall trend in a region where the noise does not dominate the results.  All the other 
thermocouples behave similarly throughout time as did TC#0. Therefore, it is believed 
that the overall trend of the results for Figures 5.15 through 5.18 are correct, though 
the values may not be precise. TC#0 & Tank Differential Temp. 
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Figure 5.19. Differences Between Coolant Temperature and Final Wall Temperatures at 5 Minutes for TC#0 TC#0 & Tank Differential Temp. 
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Figure 5.20. Differences Between Coolant Temperature and Final Wall Temperatures at 10 Minutes for TC#0 TC#0 & Tank Differential Temp. 
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Figure 5.21. Differences Between Coolant Temperature and Final Wall Temperatures at 25 Minutes for TC#0 TC#0 & Tank Differential Temp. 
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Figure 5.22. Differences Between Coolant Temperature and Final Wall Temperatures at 50 Minutes for TC#0 TC#0 & Tank Differential Temp. 
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Figure 5.23. Differences Between Coolant Temperature and Final Wall Temperatures at 100 Minutes for TC#0 TC#0 & Tank Differential Temp. 
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Figure 5.24. Differences Between Coolant Temperature and Final Wall Temperatures at 150 Minutes for TC#0 126 
5.6 Explanation of OSU Experimental Results 
The consistency between the thermocouple results in the OSU experiments is of 
some concern. Also, the lack of response in the lower water percentage range needs 
to be addressed. In applying the theory of heat transfer in Section 1.2 it was assumed 
that the medium acted isotropically. However, as is shown in the OSU experimental 
results, there is some discrepancy in the temperature readings around the probe. 
The trend for TC#0 follows along with the PNL results until it reaches the 40 w/o 
category. At this point the thermocouple may have not achieved a good connection 
between the probe and the simulant. Also, for the 50 w/o category, the tipping of the 
test bed was away from TC#0, possibly lowering the water content at this location of 
the probe wall in relation to the other wall thermocouples.  This would possibly 
explain the difference from the trend in both the PNL results and TC#1. For 
thermocouples 2 and 3, we see a muted response as the moisture content increases. 
The changes in the differential are not as clean or as pronounced as those for TC#1. 
This might be due to the fact that both thermocouples were partially covered to ensure 
good contact with the probe. These are possible explanations as to why the 
thermocouples did not behave well as a group. 
If we look again at Figure 5.18 we see very little change in the differential 
temperatures of the lower water percentage categories. Then around 40 w/o we see a 
large distinction in the differences between categories. This trend can also be 
suggested from the PNL results, Figure 2.16, though due to the lack of intermediate 
water categories it is not necessary definitive. In the development of the theory in 
Section 1.2 it was assumed that the water would all change phase at the same 127 
temperature. However, we know that this is not the case for the different types of 
water in soil systems. As was explained in Section 1.3.1, water exists in many forms 
in soil-like environments. Each of these forms freeze at a different temperature than 
the other forms. For instance tightly bound water will freeze at a much lower 
temperature than capillary water. Since cat litter has a high capacity for water 
retention, it is probable that at lower water mixtures the water in the system is in a 
tightly bound state where as the water is most likely free pore space water at the 
higher water contents. This would tend to suggest that the probe has a minimum 
water content, or a threshold, at which the differential temperature will change with 
increasing water content. Therefore, the theory would still be valid, but only in the 
region predominated by free water. This property would of course be dependent upon 
the simulating material used. 
5.7 Conclusion 
Tests were preformed at OSU to provide independent evaluation of the PNL 
experimental results. A testing program was developed spanning the limits of water 
and simulant ratios in order to obtain an overall trend for the simulant material. After 
the tests were conducted, the data was analyzed using the lessons learned from the 
PNL results and then plotted. Upon examination of the results, a possibility existed 
that due to the small differential temperature the results could be due to noise in the 
DAS. However, after examination of the trend through time of the results it was 
found that although the exact value could be in question, the trend through the testing 
series is still valid. The results showed little agreement between the four 128 
thermocouples, however one thermocouple did show similar results to those of the 
PNL experiments. Differences between the results suggest that connections between 
the thermocouples and the material are not always perfect. Also, the trend of the 
results, both from PNL and OSU, suggest a threshold water content below which no 
appreciable difference in water content can be measured. 129 
CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
6.1. Summary of Results 
The objective of the analysis of the PCCP was to develop the necessary 
techniques and models in order that moisture contents in unknown substances could be 
evaluated. Using the preliminary results from PNL, computer modeling, and 
experimental testing at OSU, the PCCP was not found to be easily applicable. Of 
initial concern was the discrepancy between the PNL preliminary results and the 
computer modeling performed using HEATING 7.2.  After careful study of the PNL 
data it was believed that the initially reported trends were a direct result of changes in 
the chiller temperature.  It was then necessary to reevaluate the preliminary PNL 
results considering the differences in the chiller temperature between the water 
percentage categories. Due to the lack of information across the entire range of 
moisture contents, it was decided that independent testing at OSU also needed to be 
conducted. A testing facility was created and a testing program designed to fill in the 
gaps from the PNL tests. The results of the OSU experiments, though not necessarily 
definitive, are highly suggestive of an overall trend.  It is believed that there exists 
with each soil-like material, a threshold below which the PCCP cannot distinguish 
between moisture categories. After this point the probe can detect, with the proper 
interface temperature between the probe wall and the material, variations in moisture 
content. 130 
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
The area of concern for the waste tanks at the Hanford Reservation consist 
mainly of lower water concentrations. The PCCP needs to be able to determine 
moisture contents down to the 10 w/o water range for it to be an effective tool. 
However, the results of the analysis of the probe show that this region has the 
possibility of falling below the threshold level of the material in the waste tanks. 
Therefore, it is believed that the PCCP cannot perform the task of measuring moisture 
in the waste tanks at Hanford. There also exists for the probe the disadvantages of 
high material sensitivity and the necessity of an accurate data acquisition system to 
measure the small temperature differences between moisture contents. Given these 
drawbacks, it is the recommendation of this investigator that no future development of 
the PCCP be undertaken for use in the waste tanks at Hanford. The PCCP would best 
be suited for measurement of moisture contents in materials where thermal properties 
are well known and water contents are relatively high. 131 
APPENDIX  132 
tile********************************************************************* 
12 '*  This Program reads 16 K-type thermocouples using the DAS-8 Board 
13 '* and one EXP-16 Multiplexer. The thermocouples are provided with cold 
14 '* junction compensation in the EXP-16. This program is part of the PCCP 
15 '''' project and is a revision of a previous program now saved as 
16 '* qbreflux.bup on this systems hard drive. 
17 '* This program last modified 12/12/94 and is version 1.0. 
18 '* 
19 '*  The code (QBHP.BAS) accomplishes the following: 
20 '*  - Initializes the DAS-8 and loads thermocouple look up table 
21 '*  - Measures temperature for CJC 
22 '*  - Measures output voltages of thermocouples on #1 EXP-16 
23 '*  - Converts, corrects, and linearizes thermocouple output to 
24 '*  temperature in degrees C. 
27 '*  - Displays output 
28 '*  - Writes output to data file 
100 
.********************************************************************** 
' ******** Initialize an integer array D%(16) to receive data *********** 
DIM D%(16) '16 elements, one for each EXP-16 channel  
'Also initialize a corresponding real array to receive temperature data  
DIM T(16)  
DIM LT%(16)  
DIM Sum(16)  
COMMON SHARED D%(), LT%()  
DECLARE SUB das8 (mode%, BYVAL dummy%, FLAG%)  
55 OPEN "PCCP.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #2  
56 DT$ = DATE$  
57 TM$ = TIMES  
60 PRINT #2, "HEAT PIPE TEST ", DT$, "  Start Time = ", TM$  
PRINT #2, "" 
PRINT #2, "Time  TO  T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6  T7  T8  T9 
T10  T11  T12  T13  T14  T15  " 
PRINT #2, 
II 
', 
PRINT #2, "" 
CLOSE #2 
70 CLS 
150 SCREEN 0, 0, 0: KEY OFF: CLS : WIDTH 80 
160 ' 133 
300 For use with this code, the first EXP-16 output channel should be 
305 'connected to DAS-8 channel #0 and the CJC channel to DAS-8 channel #7. 
325 
330 , ***************** Initialize DAs-8 ******************** 
370 ' 
380 CLEAR , 49152! 
440 OPEN "DAS8.ADR" FOR INPUT AS #1 
450 INPUT #1, BASADR%  'initialize & declare CALL parameters 
460 CLOSE #1 
480 FLAG% = 0 
490 MD% = 0  'Mode 0 = initialization 
500 CALL das8(MD%, VARPTR(BASADR%), FLAG%) 
510 IF FLAG% <> 0 THEN PRINT "INSTALLATION ERROR" 
520 ' 
530 'Load thermocouple linearizing look up data 
540 GOSUB 50000  ' Data for K type 
542 'Get gain setting of EXP-16's 
545 AVO = 606! 
590 ' 
50 INPUT "Enter data recording interval (in integer # minutes)", X 
NTIME = (125 * X) 
CLS 
595 TIN = TIMER 
600 J = 0 
FOR N = 0 TO 15 
Sum(N) = 0 
NEXT N 
602 FOR J = 1 TO NTDvIE 
605 '************* Get cold junction compensation temperature ************* 
610 'Output of CJC channel is scaled at 24.4mV/deg.C. This corresponds to 
620 '0.1 deg.C./bit. Dividing output in bits by 10 yields degrees C. 
630 ' 
640 'Lock DAS-8 to channel #7 (CJC channel selected) using mode 1 
650 MD% = 1: LT%(0) = 7: LT%(1) = 7 
660 CALL das8(MD%, VARPTR(LT%(0)), FLAG%) 
670 IF FLAG% <> 0 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN SETTING CJC CHANNEL": END 
680 'Next get CJC data from this channel using Mode 4 
690 MD% = 4: CJ% = 0 
700 CALL das8(1ViD%, VARPTR(CJ%), FLAG%) 
710 'Change output in bits to real temperature 
720 CJC = CJ% / 10 
730 ' 
740 ,************* Get the thermocouple data ****************************** 
750 CH% = 0 
760 GOSUB 1000 134 
770 ' Entry parameters are: 
790 ' CH% - specifies DAS-8 channel that EXP-16 is connected to (0-7).  
800 '  D%(15) - integer data array to receive data from channels.  
810 '  
820 '************* Convert data to volts and linearize ********************  
830 'AVO = Gain setting on Dipswitch of EXP-16 #1  
840 FOR I = 0 TO 15  
850 V = (D%(I))  
855 V = V * 5 / (AVO * 2048)  
860 GOSUB 51000 'perform look-up linearization for K type TC  
870 T(I) = TC  '= TF for degrees Fahrenheit  
880 NEXT I  
890 '  
900 '************* Display temperature data ****************************** 
910 LOCATE 1, 1 
920 FOR I = 0 TO 15 
930 PRINT USING "Channel ## temperature = #####.# deg. C."; I; T(I) 
940 NEXT I 
942 PRINT 
944 PRINT USING "Cold junction temperature (CJC) = ###.# deg. C."; CJC 
967 FOR K = 0 TO 15 
Sum(K) = Sum(K) + T(K) 
NEXT K 
NEXT J 
FOR M = 0 TO 15 
T(M) = Sum(M) / (J - 1) 
NEXT M 
968 '  Write data to output file 
CLOSE #2 
'$DYNAMIC 
OPEN "PCCP.DAT" FOR APPEND AS #2 
tmt$ = "####.### ###.## ###.## ###.## ###.## ###.## ###.## ###.## ###.## 
###.## ###.## ###.## ###.## ###./#1 #141.## 11.11*.ifit 1#4.##" 
X = TIMER 
970 TM = X - TIN 
TM = TM / 60! 
975 PRINT #2, USING tmt$; TM; T(0); T(1); T(2); T(3); T(4); T(5); T(6); T(7); T(8); 
T(9); T(10); T(11); T(12); T(13); T(14); T(15) 
995 GOTO 600 'repeat scan of channels 
999 ' 
1000 '---- Subroutine to convert EXP-16 channels to number of bits 
1010 'First lock DAS-8 on the one channel that EXP-16 is connected to. 
1020 LT%(0) = CH%: LT%(1) = CH%: MD% = 1 
1030 CALL das8(MD%, VARPTR(LT%(0)), FLAG%) 
1040 IF FLAG% <> 0 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN SETTING CHANNEL": END 135 
1050 'Next select each EXP-16 channel in turn and convert it.  
1060 Digital outputs OP1-4 drive the EXP -16 sub-multiplexer address, so use  
1070 'mode 14 to set up the sub-multiplexer channel.  
1080 FOR MUX% = 0 TO 15  'note use of integer index MUX%  
1090 MD% = 14  
1100 CALL das8(MD%, VARPTR(MUX%), FLAG%)  'address set  
1110 IF FLAG% <> 0 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN EXP-16 CHANNEL NUMBER":  
END 
1120 'Now that channel is selected, perform A/D conversion using mode 4. 
1130 'Transfer data to corresponding array element D %(MUX %) 
1140 MD% = 4 'do 1 A/D conversion 
1150 CALL das8(MD%, VARPTR(D%(MUX%)), FLA03/0) 
1160 IF FLAG% <> 0 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN PERFORMING A/D 
CONVERSION" 
1170 'Now repeat sequence for all other EXP-16 channels 
1180 NEXT MUX% 
1190 'All done - return from subroutine 
1200 RETURN 
1210 ' 
50000 '  Table lookup data for K type thermocouple 
50010 'Run this subroutine only in the initialization section of your program 
50020 'Number of points, voltage step interval (mV), starting voltage (mV) 
50030 DATA 309 ,  .2 , -6.6 
50040 READ NK, SIK, SVK 
50050 'Temperature at -6.6mv, -6.4mV, -6.2mV etc. 
50060 DATA -353.5,-249.3,-224.0,-207.6,-194.3,-182.8,-172.3,-162.8,-153.8,-145.4 
50070 DATA -137.3,-129.6,-122.3,-115.2,-108.3,-101.6, -95.1, -88.7, -82.5, -76.4 
50080 DATA  -70.4, -64.6, -58.8, -53.1, -47.5, -42.0, -36.6, -31.2, -25.9, -20.6 
50090 DATA  -15.4, -10.2,  -5.1,  -0.0,  5.0,  10.1,  15.1, 20.0, 25.0, 29.9 
50100 DATA  34.8,  39.7,  44.6,  49.5, 54.3, 59.1, 64.0, 68.8, 73.6, 78.4 
50110 DATA  83.2,  88.0,  92.9,  97.7, 102.5, 107.4, 112.2, 117.1, 122.0, 126.9 
50120 DATA  131.8,  136.7,  141.7,  146.6,  151.6, 156.5,  161.5,  166.5,  171.5,  176.5 
50130 DATA  181.6,  186.6,  191.6, 196.6, 201.6, 206.6, 211.6, 216.6, 221.5, 226.5 
50140 DATA  231.5,  236.4, 241.4, 246.3, 251.2, 256.1, 261.0, 265.9, 270.8, 275.6 
50150 DATA  280.5,  285.3, 290.2, 295.0, 299.8, 304.6, 309.4, 314.3, 319.1, 323.9 
50160 DATA  328.7,  333.4, 338.2, 343.0, 347.8, 352.6,  357.3, 362.1, 366.9, 371.6 
50170 DATA  376.4,  381.1, 385.9, 390.6, 395.4, 400.1, 404.8, 409.6, 414.3, 419.0 
50180 DATA  423.8, 428.5, 433.2, 437.9, 442.6, 447.3, 452.0, 456.8, 461.5, 466.2 
50190 DATA  470.9, 475.6, 480.3, 485.0, 489.7, 494.4, 499.1, 503.8, 508.5, 513.1 
50200 DATA  517.8, 522.5,  527.2, 531.9, 536.6, 541.3,  546.0, 550.7, 555.4, 560.0 
50210 DATA  564.7, 569.4, 574.1, 578.8, 583.5, 588.2,  592.9, 597.6, 602.3, 607.0 
50220 DATA  611.7,  616.4, 621.2, 625.9,  630.6, 635.3, 640.0, 644.8, 649.5, 654.2 
50230 DATA  658.9,  663.7, 668.4, 673.2, 677.9, 682.7,  687.4, 692.2, 696.9, 701.7 
50240 DATA  706.5,  711.3, 716.1, 720.8, 725.6, 730.4,  735.2, 740.0, 744.8, 749.7 
50250 DATA  754.5,  759.3, 764.1, 769.0, 773.8, 778.7,  783.5, 788.4, 793.3, 798.1 
50260 DATA  803.0, 807.9,  812.8,  817.7, 822.6, 827.5,  832.4, 837.3, 842.2, 847.2 136 
50270 DATA 852.1, 857.1, 862.0, 867.0, 872.0, 876.9, 881.9,  
50280 DATA 901.9, 906.9, 911.9, 916.9, 922.0, 927.0, 932.0,  
50290 DATA 952.3, 957.4, 962.5, 967.6, 972.7, 977.8, 982.9,  
50300 DATA 1003.4,1008.5,1013.7,1018.8,1024.0,1029.2,1034.  
50310 DATA 1055.2,1060.4,1065.6,1070.8,1076.1,1081.3,1086.  
50320 DATA 1107.7,1113.0,1118.3,1123.7,1129.0,1134.3,1139.  
50330 DATA 1161.2,1166.6,1172.0,1177.4,1182.9,1188.3,1193.  
50340 DATA 1215.7,1221.2,1226.8,1232.3,1237.9,1243.5,1249.  
50350 DATA 1271.6,1277.3,1282.9,1288.6,1294.3,1300.1,1305.  
50360 DATA 1328.9,1334.7,1340.5,1346.4,1352.2,1358.1,1363.  
50370 DIM TK(NK - 1)  
50380 FOR I = 0 TO NK - 1: READ TK(I): NEXT I  
50390 RETURN  
50400  
886.9, 891.9, 896.9 
937.1, 942.2, 947.2 
988.0, 993.1, 998.2 
4,1039.6,1044.8,1050.0 
6,1091.9,1097.2,1102.4 
7,1145.0,1150.4,1155.8 
8,1199.2,1204.7,1210.2 
1,1254.7,1260.3,1265.9 
8,1311.5,1317.3,1323.1 
9,1369.8,1375.7 
51000  Interpolation routine to find K thermocouple temperature 
51010 'Entry variables:-
51020 '  CJC = cold junction compensator temperature in deg. C. 
51030 '  V = thermocouple voltage in volts 
51040 'Exit variables:-
51050 '  TC = temperature in degrees Centigrade 
51060 '  TF = temperature in degrees Fahrenheit 
51070 'Execution time on std. IBM P.C. = 46 milliseconds 
51080 Perform CJC compensation for K type 
51090 VK = 1000 * V + 1! + (CJC - 25) * .0405'VK in mV 
51100 
51110 'Find look up element 
51120 EK = INT((VK - SVK) / SIK) 
51130 IF EK < 0 THEN TC = TK(0): GOTO 51170'Out of bounds, round to lower 
limit 
51140 IF EK > NK - 2 THEN TC = TK(NK - 1): GOTO 51170'Out of bounds,round 
to upper limit 
51150 Do interpolation 
51160 TC = TK(EK) + (TK(EK + 1) - TK(EK)) * (VK - EK * SIK - SVK) / 
SIK'Centigrade 
51170 TF = TC * 9 / 5 + 32'Fahrenheit 
51180 RETURN 